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ABSTRACT: Several objects like poset,(complete) semi-lattice, (complete) lattice, graph etc., have the underlying 

object, a set with a binary relation. In this paper morphisms between such sets with binary relations, called bresets, are 

exclusively studied. Since bresets have an underlying set and a binary relation, notice that for homomorphisms, one can 

consider both functions and relations on the underlying sets, giving rise to function based homomorphisms and relation 

based homomorphisms. This paper introduces the notions of function (relational)(co,strong) homomorphism, (weak-

co,full) homomorphism and studies lattice algebraic properties of (inverse) images and inverse images of various sub 

structures of bresets under these homomorphisms in detail. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Binary relations are one of the earliest relations known to both mankind and Mathematicians. Basic relations like 

reflexive, symmetric, transitive, irreflexive, anti-symmetric, cyclic, etc. are all binary relations which play an important 

role in the studies of several order-structures like semi ordered set, well ordered set, totally ordered set, partial ordered 

set and higher-order structures like, join (meet) semi lattice, (distributive, modular, deMorgan) lattice, (join,meet) and 

still higher order structures like complete lattice, infinite (join,meet) distributive lattice, completely distributive 

complete lattice etc.. Notice that the under lying object for all of them is a set with a binary relation.  

 

Another important class of objects, on a set with a binary relation, is the graph which is nothing but a finite set (of 

nodes) together with a binary relation (of edges). The Theory of Graphs is well known for its applications both in 

Hardware and Software of Computer Science. 

 

However, a set with a binary operation, as an object by itself is not exclusively studied and primarily this aspect was 

taken up in Nistala and Lokavarapu[15]. We call a set with a binary relation a breset (Binarily RElated SET) and in this 

paper we study various types of morphisms between these objects. Since a digraph is a finite set with a (finite) binary 

relation and since the notion of a breset has no restriction of finiteness either on the number of elements of the 

underlying set or on the size of the binary relation, a breset can be regarded as an infinite digraph and hence a 

generalization of digraph. Of course, infinite (di) graphs were studied in conjunction with groups and/or vector spaces. 

To see some work in this direction, one can refer to Finucane[7], Seifter[18], Soardi and Woess[19], Bondy and 

Hemminger[3], Andreae[2] etc.. 

 

In Nistala and Lokavarapu[16], we extended such notions of (di) graphs as conjunctive product (also known as tensor 

or categorical product), disjunctive product (also known as co-normal product) to  arbitrary families of bresets and 

studied them. Also we introduced and studied such notions as factors, radicals for bresets and proved such results as: 

for a family of bresets Iii )(A , (a) iA  is reflexive (symmetric, transitive, anti-symmetric) for all Ii  if and only if 

i

c

Ii
A

 is reflexive (symmetric, transitive, anti-symmetric) when ever each iA  is non empty for all Ii  under 

some simple different conditions and (lattice) algebraic properties of (inverse) images of sub structures of bresets under 

(function and relation) morphisms between bresets etc. all of which are more of purely mathematical interest.  In fact, it 

is for these reasons that we preferred the word breset over the word infinite digraph.  
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Since bresets have an underlying set and a binary operation, notice that for homomorphisms, one can consider both 

functions and relations on the underlying sets, giving rise to function based homomorphisms and relation based 

homomorphisms. 

 

In this paper, the notions of function (relational)(co,strong) homomorphism, (weak-co,full) homomorphism are 

introduced and properties of images and inverse images of various sub structures under these homomorphisms are 

studied in detail. 

 

Notice that the notions of function homomorphism and relation homomorphism between binary and in general n-ary 

relations are well known. However, other notions which we study for them in this paper are new. In the second section 

we recall some preliminaries which are used in subsequent sections; in the third section we introduce the notions of 

function homomorphism, function co-homomorphism, weak function co-homomorphism, strong function 

homomorphism, full function homomorphism and study the properties (inverse) images of various sub structures of 

bresets under these homomorphisms and in the fourth section, we introduce the notions of relational homomorphism, 

relational co-homomorphism and strong relational homomorphism and study the properties (inverse) images of various 

sub structures of bresets under these homomorphisms. 

 

Note that homomorphisms in graph theory are an important part of study because (a) a graph G  is k -colorable iff 

there is a homomorphism from G  to kC , the complete graph on k -vertices (b) in general where H  is a graph, an 

H -colouring of a graph G  amounts to finding a homomorphism of G  in to H . 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

 

In this section the notions of breset, lower sub breset, upper sub breset and sub breset are recalled and some relations 

between them are stated along with some examples and counter examples. 

 

 A breset is any ordered pair ),( RA , where A  is called the underlying set or shortly the u-set of ),( RA  and R  is a 

binary relation on A . Let us recall that a binary relation R  on a set A  is any subset of AA  (b) for any pair of 

bresets ),( RA , ),( SB , ),( RA  is  equal to ),( SB , denoted by ),( RA  = ),( SB , if and only if A  = B  and R  = 

S  (c) A breset ),( RA  is  empty breset or simply  empty, denoted by  , iff the underlying set A  =   and the binary 

relation R  =   (d) Clearly, a breset ),( RA  is empty if and only if A  =  . Further, (i) in a breset ),( RA , it can so 

happen that the u-set A  is nonempty but the binary relation R  on A  is empty and (ii) there can be several bresets with 

the same u-set A .  

 Notation: Since a breset ),( RA  is uniquely determined by its binary relation R  on the set A , here onwards for 

notation convenience, we denote the breset ),( RA  by A  and the binary relation R  by A . Also, Whenever  further, 

through out this and other chapters on bresets, the script letters and the suffixed script letters always stand for the 

bresets. In other words, the P   stands for the ordered pair ),( PP ,  etc.. 

 

Let A , B  be a pair of bresets. 

(a) A  is said to be a sub system of B  iff BA  (b) A  is said to be a lower sub breset or simply l-sub breset of B  

iff BA  and )( AA BA   (c) for any breset X , the set of all l-sub bresets of X  is denoted by )(XSl  (d) 

A  is said to be a upper sub breset or simply u-sub breset of B  iff BA  and )( AA BA   (e) for any 

breset X , the set of all upper sub bresets of X  is denoted by )(XSu  (f) A  is said to be a sub breset of B  iff 

BA  and A  = )( AAB  (g) for any breset X , the set of all sub bresets of X  is denoted by )(XS . 

Clearly, when the underlying set A  of the breset A  is finite, the notion of l-sub breset of a breset is equivalent to the 

notion of sub digraph of a digraph and the notion of sub breset of a breset is equivalent to the notion of induced sub di-

graph. 
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For any breset X , (1) being l-sub breset is a binary relation on )(XSl  making it a breset and further, a poset (2) being 

u-sub breset is a binary relation on )(XSu  making it a breset and further, a poset (3) being sub breset is a binary 

relation on )(XS  making it a breset and further, a poset. 

Clearly, (1) every sub breset is a lower (upper) sub breset (2) an l-sub breset need not be a sub breset (3) a u-sub breset 

need not a sub breset (4) for any breset B  and for any subset A  of B , the subset A  = )( AAB  of BB , is 

such that A  is always a sub breset of B , called the induced sub breset. The counter examples are easy construct and 

hence left. 

 

III.  FUNCTION BASED HOMOMORPHISM 

 

As mentioned earlier, in this section we introduce the notions of function homomorphism, function co-homomorphism, 

weak function co-homomorphism, strong function homomorphism, full function homomorphism and study the 

properties (inverse) images of various sub structures of bresets under these homomorphisms. 

  

Definition 3.1 For any pair of bresets X  and Y  and for any map YXf : , f  is a function homomorphism or 

simply homomorphism of bresets X  in to Y , denoted again by YX:f , iff X),( ba  implies Y),( fbfa .   

  

 Remark: When the underlying sets X  and Y  of the bresets X  and Y  are finite, the function homomorphism of 

bresets above is simply the homomorphism of di-graphs (cf..P676, Jorgen-Gregory[10]).   

Definition 3.2 For any pair of bresets X  and Y  and for any map YXf : , f  is a function co-homomorphism or 

simply co-homomorphism of bresets X  in to Y , again denoted by YX:f , iff Y),( fyfx  implies 

X),( yx .   

   

Definition 3.3 For any pair of bresets X  and Y  and for any map YXf : , f  is a weak function co-

homomorphism or simply weak co-homomorphism of bresets X  in to Y , again denoted by YX:f , iff 

Y),( fyfx  implies there exists X),( ba  such that fa  = fx  and fb  = fy .   

   

Definition 3.4 For any pair of bresets X  and Y  and for any map YXf : , f  is a strong function 

homomorphism or simply strong homomorphism of bresets X  in to Y , again denoted by YX:f , iff 

Y),( fyfx  iff X),( yx . In other words, f  is both homomorphism and a co-homomorphism.   

   

Definition 3.5 For any pair of bresets X  and Y  and for any map YXf : , f  is a full function homomorphism 

or simply full-homomorphism of bresets X  in to Y , again denoted by YX:f , iff f  is homomorphism and weak 

co-homomorphism.   

Clearly, co-homomorphism implies weak co homomorphism and strong homomorphism implies full homomorphism. 

The converses, however, are  not true. 

In what follows, we give examples and counter examples indicating (in)depen-dence of the above notions.   

Example 3.6 Let X  = },,,{ dcba , X  = }{ab , Y  = },,,{ srqp , Y  = },{ rspq , YXf : , f  = 

},,,{ dscrbqap . Then Xab  implies fafb = pq    Y . 

Then f  is a homomorphism, but  not weak co-homomorphism because rs  = Yfcfd  but there does  not exists 

Xuv  such that fu  = r , fv  = s .  

   

Example 3.7 Let X = },,,{ dcba , X = }{cd , Y = },{ qp , Y = }{pq , YXf : , f = },,,{ dqcpbqap . 
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Then f  is a homomorphism and weak co-homomorphism and hence a full homomorphism. But f  is  not a strong 

homomorphism because f  is not co-homomorphism or fafb = Ypq  but Xab  = cd .   

 

Example 3.8 Let X  = },,,{ yxba , X  = },{ axab , Y  = },{ qp , Y  = }{pq , YXf : , f  = 

},,,{ bqapyqxp . 

Then f  is a weak co-homomorphism, but  not a homomorphism because Xax  but Yfafx  and  not a co-

homomorphism because Yfxfy  but Xxy .   

   

Example 3.9 Let X  = },,,{ yxba , X  = },{ axab , Y  = },{ qp , Y  = },{ pppq , YXf : , f  = 

},,,{ bqapyqxp . 

Then f is a weak co-homomorphism and a homomorphism because Xax , Yfafx . So, f is a full 

homomorphism but not a strong homomorphism because f  is not a co-homomorphism because Yfxfy  but 

Xxy .   

   

Example 3.10 Let X = },{ ba , X = },{ abaa ,Y = },{ qp , Y = }{pq , YXf : , f  = },{ bqap . Then f  is 

co-homomorphism but  not homomorphism because Xaa  but fafa = Ypp  = pq .   

   

Lemma 3.11 For any pair of bresets X , Y  and for any map YXf : , YX:f  is a co-homomorphism iff for 

all Xyx , , Y),( fyfx  implies X  fyffxf 11
.   

Proof: (:) Since YX:f  is co-homomorphism Y),( fbfa  implies X),( ba  for all Xba , . Let 

Xyx ,  be such that Y),( fyfx . we show that X  fyffxf 11
 Let fyffxfba 11),(   . Then 

),( fbfa  = Y),( fyfx . Since f  is a co-homomorphism, X),( ba , so that X  fyffxf 11
. 

(:) Let Y),( fyfx  implies X  fyffxfyx 11),(  implies X),( yx . 

  

Definition 3.12 For any pair of bresets YX, , for any map YXf :  and for any sub system U  of X ,  the breset 

V  where V = fU and V = }),(|),{( Uqpfqfp  is called the image sub system of U  and is denoted by Uf . 

In other words, Uf  = }),(|),{( Uqpfqfp . 

  

Note: whenever U  is a sub system of X , Uf  is a sub system of Y . 

Observe that V  is a well defined breset because if 
2),( Uqp  V  then 

2)(),( fUfqfp   = 
2V , so that 

2VV . 

  

Lemma 3.13 Let YX,  be bresets, YX:f  homomorphism, U  is an l-sub breset of X  implies Uf  is an l-sub 

breset of Y .   

Proof: Since U  is an l-sub breset of X , XU   and 
2U XU  . by the definition of l-sub breset, it is enough 

to show that YU  f . Let Uf  . Then   = ),( fqfp , XU  ),( qp . Since f  is a homomorphism and 

X),( qp , Y),( fqfp , as required. 
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Definition 3.14 For any pair of bresets X , Y , for any homomorphism YX:f  and for any l-sub breset U  of X , 

the l-sub breset Uf  defined as in the previous lemma is called the  image l-sub breset of U  under f .   

   

Lemma 3.15 Let YX,  be bresets and YX:f  be a strong homomorphism. Then U  is a sub breset of X  implies 

Uf  is a sub breset of Y .  

Proof: Since U  is a sub breset of X , U  is an l-sub breset of X  and since f  is a strong homomorphism, it is a 

homomorphism. So, by Lemma 3.1.13 Uf  is a l-sub breset of Y . Hence it is enough to show that 

UY ffU   2)( . Let 
2)( fU Y . Then   = ),( fqfp , 

2),( Uqp  . Since f  is a strong 

homomorphism and   = Y),( fqfp , we get that X),( qp . Since U  is a sub breset of X , U  = 
2UX , 

from the above we get that 
2),( Uqp  X  = U  and from the definition of Uf ,   = Uffqfp ),( , so that 

UY ffU   2)( . 

  

Definition 3.16 For any pair of bresets X , Y , for any strong homomorphism YX:f  and for any sub breset U  

of X , the sub breset Uf  defined as in the previous lemma is called the  image sub breset of U  under f .   

   

Lemma 3.17 Let YX,  be bresets and YX:f  be a co-homomorphism. Then U  is a u-sub breset of X  implies 

Uf  is a u-sub breset of Y .   

Proof: By the definition of u-sub breset, it is enough to show that 
2)( fUf  YU  . Let 

2)( fU Y . Then 

  = ),( fqfp , 
2),( Uqp  . Since f  is a co-homomorphism and   = Y),( fqfp , we get that X),( qp . 

Since U  is a u-sub breset of X , 
2U XU  , we get that UX   2),( Uqp  and by the definition of 

Uf ,   = ),( fqfp    Uf , so that 
UY ffU   2

. 

  

Definition 3.18 For any pair of bresets X , Y , for any co-homomorphism YX:f  and for any u-sub breset U  of 

X , the u-sub breset Uf  defined as in the previous lemma is called the  image u-sub breset of U  under f .   

  

The following four results actually explain the relations between various function homomorphisms and the inclusion 

maps.   

Lemma 3.19 Let YX,  be bresets such that X  is a sub system of Y . Then X  is an l-sub breset of Y  if and only if the 

inclusion map YXi :  is the homomorphism YX:i .   

Proof: (:) Since X  is an l-sub breset, we have 
2X YX  . Let Xba ),( . Since ),(, ibiaYX    = 

Y),( ba , so that i  is a homomorphism. 

(:) Let YXi :  be homomorphism. Let X),( ba . Since i  is a homomorphism, ),( ba  = Y),( ibia . So 

that YX    and so 
2X YX  . 

  

Lemma 3.20 Let YX,  be bresets such that X  is a sub system of Y . Then X  is a u-sub breset of Y  if and only if the 

inclusion map YXi :  is the co-homomorphism YX:i .   

Proof: (:) Let Xba ,  be such that Y),( ibia . Then ),( ba  = Y),( ibia . Since X  is a u-sub breset of 

Y , 
2XX  Y . Since 

2),( Xba  , from the above we get that XY   2),( Xba , as required, so that 

i  is a co-homomorphism.  
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(:) Let YX:i  be a co-homomorphism. By the definition of u-sub breset, it is enough to show that 
2X YX  . Let 

2X Y . Then Y   and   = ),( ba , 
2),( Xba  . Since i  is a co-

homomorphism and ),( ba  = Y),( ibia , X),( ba , as required. 

  

Lemma 3.21 Let YX,  be bresets such that X  is a sub system of Y . Then X  is a u-sub breset of Y if and only if the 

inclusion map YXi :  is the weak co-homomorphism YX:i .   

   Proof: (:) Since co-homomorphism is a weak co-homomorphism, we are done by Lemma 3.12. 

(:) Let YX:i  be a weak co-homomorphism. By the definition of u-sub breset, it is enough to show that 
2X YX  . Let 

2X Y . Then Y   and   = ),( ba , 
2),( Xba  . Since i  is a weak co-

homomorphism and ),( ibia  = Y),( ba , we get Xqp ,  such that ip  = ia , iq  = ib . But then   = ),( ba  = 

X),( qp , as required. 

  

Corollary 3.22 Let YX,  be bresets such that X  is a sub system of Y . Then X  is a sub breset of Y  if and only if the 

inclusion map YXi :  is the strong homomorphism YX:i  if and only if the inclusion map YXi :  is the 

full homomorphism YX:i . 

  

Definition 3.23 For any pair of bresets X , Y  and for any sub system V  of Y , the breset U  of X  such that U  = 

Vf 1
, U  = }),(|),{( VX   fbfaba  is called the inverse image of the sub system V  of Y  and is denoted 

by V1f . 

In other words, 
V1f

  = }),(|),{( VX   fbfaba .  

   

Lemma 3.24 For any pair of bresets YX,  and for any map YX:f  is a co-homomorphism, V  is an l-sub 

breset of Y  implies V1f  is an l-sub breset of X .   

Proof: Since V  is an l-sub breset of Y , YV   and )( VV  YV  . By the definition of l-sub breset it is 

enough to show that XV
 1f

. Let 
V1

f
 . Then   = ),( ba  and V),( fbfa . Since f  is a co-

homomorphism and YV  ),( fbfa , we get that   = X),( ba , as required.   

Lemma 3.25 For any pair of bresets YX,  and for any map YX:f  is a homomorphism, V  is a u-sub breset of 

Y  implies V1f  is a u-sub breset of X .   

Proof: We need to show that 
21

1 )( Vf
f



  XV
 . Let 

21 )( Vf  X . Then X   and X   and 

  = 
21 )(),( Vfba  . Since f  is a homomorphism and ),( ba  = X  , we have Y),( fbfa . Since 

21 )(),( Vfba  , 
2),( Vfbfa  , so that VY   2),( Vfbfa , since V  is a u-sub breset of Y . Clearly by 

the definition of V1f ,   = 
V1),( 

f
ba  , as required. 

  

Lemma 3.26 For any pair of bresets YX,  and for any mapping YX:f  is a strong homomorphism, V  is a sub 

breset of Y  implies V1f  is a sub breset of X .   

Proof: (i) Since V  is a sub breset, we have V  is a l-sub breset and since f  is a strong homomorphism we have f  is 

a co-homomorphism, it follows by Lemma 3.16 that V1f  is a l-sub breset of X . 
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(ii) Since V  is a sub breset, we have V  is a u-sub breset and since f  is a strong homomorphism we have f  is a 

homomorphism, it follows by Lemma 3.17 that V1f  is a u-sub breset of X . 

Since a sub system of a breset is a sub breset if and only if it is both a l-sub breset and u-sub breset, from (i) and (ii) 

above we get that V1f  is a sub breset of X . 

 

IV.  RELATION BASED HOMOMORPHISM 

 

In this section, we introduce the notions of relational homomorphism, relational co-homomorphism and strong 

relational homomorphism and study the properties (inverse) images of various sub structures of bresets under these 

homomorphisms. 

  

Definition 4.1 For any pair of bresets YX,  and for any binary relation YXR : , R  is a  relational 

homomorphism of bresets from X  into Y , denoted again by YX:R , iff X),( ba  implies YRbRa , 

where Rc= }|{ RcdYd  , the image of Xc  under R .   

   

Definition 4.2 For any pair of bresets YX,  and for any relation YXR : , R  is a  relational co-homomorphism 

of bresets X  into Y , denoted again by YX:R , iff Y),( dc  implies X  dRcR 11
.   

Notice that R  is a relational co-homomorphism iff the inverse relation XYR  :1
 given by 

1R  = 

}),(|),{( RyxXYxy   is a ralational homomorphism. 

  

Definition 4.3 For any pair of bresets YX,  and for any relation YXR : , R  is a  strong relational 

homomorphism of bresets X  into Y , denoted again by YX:R , iff R  is both a relational homomorphism and a 

relational co-homomorphism.   

Clearly, a strong relational homomorphism is both a relational homomorphism and a relational co-homomorphism. 

 

In what follows, we give examples to show that (a) a relational homomorphism is  not necessarily a relational co-

homomorphism and hence  not a strong relational homomorphism (b) a relational co-homomorphism is  not necessarily 

a relational homomorphism and hence  not a strong relational homomorphism either.   

Example 4.4 Let X = },{ ba , X  = },{ abaa , Y = },,{ rqp , Y  = },,,,,,,{ rrrqqpppqrqqprpq , 

YXf : , R  = },,,,{ brbqaqap , Ra  = },{ qp , Rb  = },{ rq , RaRa  = },,,{ qqqppqpp  and 

RbRa  = },,,{ qrqqprpq . 

Clearly, R  is a relational homomorphism. However, YRbRb  but Xbb  so that R  is  not a relational co-

homomorphism and hence  not a strong relational homomorphism.   

   

Example 4.5 Let X  = },{ ba , X  = },{ abaa , Y  = },,{ rqp , Y  = },{ qrpq , YXR : , R =

},,,,{ brbqaqap , Ra  = },{ qp , Rb  = },{ rq , YRaRa , YRbRa , YRaRb  and 

YRbRb . 

Clearly, R  is trivially a relational co-homomorphism but  not a relational homomorphism and hence  not a strong 

relational homomorphism.   

   

Example 4.6 Let X  = },{ ba , X  = },,{ bbabaa , Y  = },,{ rqp , Y  = },,,,,,,{ rrrqqpppqrqqprpq , 

YXR : , R  = },,,,{ brbqaqap , Ra  = },{ qp , Rb  = },{ rq , RaRa  = },,,{ qqqppqpp  and 

RbRa  = },,,{ qrqqprpq . 
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Clearly, R  is a relational homomorphism. However, YRbRb  and Xbb  so that R  is a relational co-

homomorphism. Therefore R  is a strong relational homomorphism.   

   

Lemma 4.7 Let YX,  be bresets, YX:R  be a relational homomorphism and U  be a sub system of X . Then U  

is an l-sub breset of X  implies UR  is an l-sub breset of Y .   

Proof: By the definition of l-sub breset, we need to show that 
2)(RUR  YU  . Since 

2)(RUR U , it is 

enough to show that YU  R . So, let UR   implies   = 
2

21 ),( Yyy   such that there exists U),( 21 xx , 

Ryx ii ),( , i  = 1,2. Since U  is a l-sub breset of X , Y 21 RxRx . Since Ryx ),( 11  and Ryx ),( 22 , 

we have Y 2121 ),( RxRxyy , so that   = Y),( 21 yy  as required. 

  

Lemma 4.8 Let YX,  be bresets, YX:R  be a relational co-homomorphism and U  be a sub system of X . Then 

U  is a u-sub breset of X  implies UR  is a u-sub breset of Y .   

Proof: By the definition of u-sub breset, we need to show that 
2)(RUR  YU  . Let 

2)(RU Y . Then 

Y   and since 
2)(RU , we have   = 
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co-homomorphism, Y),( 21 yy  implies X 
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21 ),( bRbRaa . Now since U  is a u-sub breset of X , 
2U XU  . So, U),( 21 aa  as 

required. 

  

Lemma 4.9 Let YX,  be bresets, YX:R  be a relational strong homomorphism and U  be a sub system of X . 

U  is a sub breset of X  implies UR  is a sub breset of Y .   

Proof: Let us recall that for any pair of bresets YX,  and for any sub system U  of X , then the following are true: 

(1) If YX:R  is a relational homomorphism and U  is a l-sub breset of X . Then UR  is a l-sub breset of Y . 

(2) YX:R  is a relational co-homomorphism and U  is a u-sub breset of X . Then UR  is a u-sub breset of Y . 

(3) U  is a sub breset of X  if and only if U  is a l-sub breset of X  and U  is a u-sub breset of X . 

(4) R  is a relational strong homomorphism if and only if it is a relational homomorphism and a relational co-

homomorphism. 

From the above, it follows that UR  is a sub breset of Y . 

  

Lemma 4.10 Let YX,  be bresets, V  be a sub system of Y  and YX:R  be a relational co-homomorphism. 

Then if V  is an l-sub breset of Y , then V1R  is an l-sub breset of X .   

Proof: Since V  is a l-sub breset of Y , 
2V YV  . By the definition of l-sub breset, we need to show 
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21 ),( yRyRxx , so that   = X),( 21 xx  as required. 

  

Lemma 4.11 Let YX,  be bresets, V  be a sub system of Y  and YX:R  be a relational co-homomorphism. 

Then if V  is a l-sub breset of Y , then V1R  is a l-sub breset of X .   

Proof: By the definition of u-sub breset, we need to show 
21

1 )( VR
R



  XV
 . Let 

21 )( VR X . Then 

X   and 
21 )( VR  from which we get that   = 

2

21 ),( Xxx  , there exists 
2

21 ),( Vyy  , such that 
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Ryxyx ),(),,( 2211 . Since R  is a relational homomorphism and X),( 21 xx , we have Y 21 RxRx . But 

from Ryxyx ),(),,( 2211 , we have Y 2121 ),( RxRxyy  so that VY   2

21 ),( Vyy , the last 

containment is due to V  being u-sub breset of Y . 

  

Lemma 4.12 Let YX,  be bresets, U  be a sub system of X  and YX:R  be a relational strong homomorphism. 

Then if V  is a sub breset of Y , then V1R  is a sub breset of X .   

Proof: Let us recall that for any pair of bresets YX,  and for any sub system U  of X , then the following are true: 

(1) If YX:R  is a relational co-homomorphism and V  is a l-sub breset of Y . Then V1R  is a l-sub breset of 

X . 

(2) YX:R  is a relational homomorphism and V  is a u-sub breset of Y . Then V1R  is a u-sub breset of X . 

(3) V  is a sub breset of Y  if and only if V  is a l-sub breset of Y  and V  is a u-sub breset of Y . 

(4) R  is a relational strong homomorphism if and only if it is a relational homomorphism and a relational co-

homomorphism. 

From the above, it follows that V1R  is a sub breset of X . 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

 

More order properties of (inverse) image induced maps between the three collections of substructures of bresets and a 

similar study for relational algebras is under study. Further, a categorical study of the categories of realtions (relational 

algebras) together with function based and relation based morphisms can be made. 
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